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I. An Overview of Monopolization under Sherman Section 2

Unlawful monopolization under section 2 of the Sherman Act addresses market dominance and exclusionary intent. According to the Supreme Court in United States v. Grinnell Corporation, a person who has unlawfully monopolized in restraint of trade satisfies two tests. First, the person must have monopoly power. Second, the person must have willfully acquired or maintained that power as opposed to achieving it from "growth or development as a consequence of a superior product, business acumen, or historic accident."

The monopoly power element in Grinnell is the power to control prices or to exclude competitors in the relevant market. The first, traditional, step in evaluating the presence of this power is to define the relevant product and geographic market. The relevant market is the "narrowest market which is wide enough so that products from adjacent areas or from other producers in the same area cannot compete on substantial parity with those included in the market." The power to control price or exclude competitors in this market does not, as Sullivan points out, imply that there are two separate standards for determining monopoly power. Because price and competition are intimately related, "the usual formulation is merely a convenient way to suggest a single test—whether a firm has sufficient power to raise prices, and whether it could, by lowering prices, exclude competitors"
from the market." Accordingly, monopoly power does not require that prices be set at a profit maximizing level or that competition actually be excluded. As the Supreme Court stressed in *American Tobacco*, the material consideration is whether the firm has the power to do these things.⁹

In addition to proving monopoly power, the plaintiff in a section 2 action must establish that the monopolist has engaged or intended to engage in certain conduct. Specifically, the plaintiff must establish a general exclusionary intent by showing that the alleged monopolist intended or actually acquired or maintained the monopoly power through unlawfully predatory or exclusionary conduct in contrast to doing so with a superior product or as a result of historic accident or through business acumen. Conduct that is exclusionary in purpose or function tends to erect barriers to new firm entry or to deter incumbent firm expansion.¹⁰

In this article, we evaluate Sherman section 2 monopolization for agricultural marketing cooperatives. After restating *Grinnell* for application to agricultural marketing cooperatives, we consider evidence that may support a finding of monopoly power and exclusionary intent. We then assess the monopolization case law for cooperatives. Here we identify instances where courts have not adequately modified their monopolization analysis for a cooperative and the corresponding implications for liability.
II. Agricultural Marketing Cooperatives and Sherman Section 2 Monopolization

A. The standard

An agricultural marketing cooperative is a business association operating primarily to market farm products for its members. Some cooperatives are involved in the first stages of processing and marketing farm commodities. Other cooperatives only represent producers in sales negotiations with buyers, seeking to enhance terms of sale for member-farmers. In either case, the cooperative is a combination of farmers and is engaged in trade or commerce.

The prospect that a marketing cooperative might represent an unlawful combination under the Sherman Act prompted Congress to pass section 6 of the Clayton Act and later to pass the Capper-Volstead Act of 1922. In National Broiler Marketing Association v. United States, the Supreme Court identified the congressional purpose in passing Capper-Volstead. According to the Court, in Capper-Volstead Congress expressed its concerns with both the nature of production agriculture—perishability, bulky products, uncertainty, production cycles—and the organization of the markets in which farmers compete—competitively organized farmers as price takers and imperfectly organized buyers with power to control price and nonprice terms of sale. Congress expected that through cooperatives, individual farmers could respond to the factors that might otherwise contribute to lower farm incomes. With Capper-Volstead, eligible cooperatives would
not be subject to the antitrust proscriptions on combinations in
restraint of trade. 20

Case law on Capper-Volstead has largely focused on the extent of
protection Capper-Volstead provides from antitrust charges. In this
regard, courts have soundly rejected various claims that the Capper-
Volstead Act entirely removes cooperatives from the reach of the anti-
trust laws. In United States v. Borden 21 the Supreme Court reversed a
district court holding that the only cooperative-related restraints of
trade prohibited were those leading to unduly enhanced prices and, for
these, the Secretary of Agriculture was to have exclusive jurisdic-
tion.22 The Supreme Court found that the Capper-Volstead authorization
for collective action is limited and that the Secretary's respon-
sibility is auxiliary.23 Faced with similar arguments in Maryland and
Virginia Milk Producers Association v. United States,24 the Supreme
Court held that section 2 of Capper-Volstead does not give the Secre-
tary of Agriculture exclusive jurisdiction over cooperatives responsi-
bile for restraints of trade nor over cooperatives engaged in monopo-
лизация.25 And, because Borden made clear that cooperatives are
subject to Sherman section 1, the Court reasoned that Congress could
not have intended section 1 of Capper-Volstead to exempt cooperatives
from Sherman section 2.26 The Court observed that the "sections
closely overlap, and the same kinds of predatory practices may show
violations of all."27

Besides establishing that Capper-Volstead does not put coopera-
tives entirely beyond the reach of the antitrust laws, Borden and
Maryland and Virginia demonstrate alternative bases for finding a cooperative is not entitled to any protection. In Borden, the Court ruled that Capper-Volstead does not protect combinations with non-producers, an organizational analysis. In Maryland and Virginia the cooperative was validly organized but it had allegedly engaged in activity which, if proved, was beyond what section 1 of Capper-Volstead authorizes. Subsequent case law on Capper-Volstead has continued to develop both types of limitations.

As in Borden, one line of case law has addressed the organizational requirements a cooperative must satisfy to be eligible for Capper-Volstead protection. In these cases, courts have evaluated who is a Capper-Volstead person, who is a Capper-Volstead agricultural producer, and which activities must a Capper-Volstead cooperative perform. A cooperative is not entitled to protection if it has violated section 1 voting, dividend, or operating requirements or if it is not comprised of business organizations each directly engaged in farm-level production or if it does not undertake any function that might be characterized as being within processing or preparing for market or handling or marketing. A cooperative might also be ineligible for protection if any members are among those whom policy indicates Congress did not intend for Capper-Volstead to protect.

In a second line of cases, courts have held that a cooperative organizationally compatible with Capper-Volstead may still be ineligible for protection from antitrust charges if it has engaged in activity as a cooperative that goes beyond the scope of the Capper-Volstead
exemption. The classic statement is from *Maryland and Virginia* where Justice Black observed that the general philosophy of Clayton section 6 and the Capper-Volstead Act is that "individual farmers should be given, through agricultural cooperatives acting as entities, the same unified competitive advantage--and responsibility--available to businessmen acting through corporations as entities."35 That is, in matters going beyond the Capper-Volstead section 1 requirements for protection from antitrust charges, the cooperative is to have the same opportunities and liabilities as does a proprietary firm. In the context of Sherman section 2 monopolization, the *Maryland and Virginia* line of case law has attempted to distinguish between the market power and exclusionary activities Capper-Volstead authorizes and when a cooperative has gone so far beyond what Capper-Volstead may allow that it is ineligible for protection and may indeed have violated section 2.36

One possibility, of course, is that Capper-Volstead does not modify application of section 2 to agricultural marketing cooperatives. The district court in *Fairdale Farms, Inc. v. Yankee Milk, Inc.* (*Fairdale I*)37 took essentially this view. The court held that a plaintiff alleging that a cooperative has engaged in monopolization has no greater burden than if the plaintiff were charging a proprietary firm with monopolization.38 According to the district court, a cooperative with monopoly power violates section 2 if it willfully acquired this power.39 Presumably, registering new farmer members would be a willful acquisition.40 As the district court saw it, while
Capper-Volstead does not proscribe the formation of a cooperative, courts are to draw the line on a cooperative's market power at the point the cooperative acquires monopoly power.\(^1\) Of course, if a cooperative acquires or exercises its power through predatory means, this could also satisfy Grinnell.\(^2\)

On appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit reversed the district court holding in *Fairdale I*.\(^3\) The court found that Capper-Volstead modifies Grinnell; a cooperative can undertake some activity willfully to acquire or to maintain monopoly power.\(^4\)

Unlike the district court, the court of appeals could not find anything in section 1 of Capper-Volstead limiting farmers' collective market power to something less than that associated with monopoly power.\(^5\) Moreover, the court was unwilling to assume responsibility for divining the point at which the collective formation and growth of a cooperative becomes unlawful monopolization.\(^6\) Limits on a cooperative's monopoly cannot be tied solely to market power acquired or maintained by normal growth or by voluntary registration of new members—willful acts not expressly within a Grinnell exception.\(^7\) For a cooperative, Capper-Volstead means that unlawfully acquired monopoly power or legitimate monopoly power unlawfully maintained must refer to conduct that is predatory or that stifles or smothers competition.\(^8\)

The Second Circuit's decision in *Fairdale I* has considerable case law support\(^9\) and has received broad endorsement. The U.S. Courts of Appeal for the Sixth,\(^10\) Eighth,\(^11\) Tenth,\(^12\) and Eleventh\(^13\) Circuits have expressed approval of *Fairdale I*.\(^14\) Restated for agricultural
marketing cooperatives, the second element in Grinnell has a fourth exception. A plaintiff charging a cooperative with Sherman section 2 monopolization must prove that the cooperative has monopoly power and that the cooperative willfully acquired or maintained this power as opposed to achieving it from growth or development as a consequence of (1) a superior product, (2) business acumen, (3) historic accident, or (4) conduct compatible with what Congress authorized in the Capper-Volstead Act.

Conduct going beyond Capper-Volstead has loosely been referred to as "predatory." But in "cases construing the Capper-Volstead Act, ['predatory practices'] is intended to distinguish monopolies acquired through anticompetitive practices from lawful accretions of market power willfully created through the voluntary enrollment of members of cooperatives." Predatory practices are not restricted to "anticompetitive practices without business justification." "An anticompetitive practice may have economic justification but its use may be taken with unlawful intent and in the desire to achieve an unlawful goal." Objectionableness in these instances may depend on the cooperative's market power.

As Judge Wyzanski recognized in Cape Cod, an assessment should be made of the cooperative's strength in a particular market and how it achieved that strength. In a monopolization case, "an increasing percentage and a very high percentage of the market may invite much more careful scrutiny than a small percentage." When a firm with some market power undertakes conduct identical to that by a firm with
considerably more market power, they may not share the same results or motivation. The more dominant firm, by definition, has more influence on the market. Accordingly, "even lawful contracts and business activities may help to make up a pattern of conduct unlawful under the Sherman Act."61

B. Identifying monopoly power and conduct

1. Market power and agricultural marketing cooperatives

Market power for an agricultural marketing cooperative or for any firm refers to control over price. If a firm has market power, it must lower price to sell more. When firms are atomistically organized, as is usually the case in agricultural production, each firm faces a horizontal demand curve for its output. Individually, a producer has no market power; he is a price taker. One potential avenue to market power is collective action through a cooperative.

The Capper-Volstead modification of Grinnell is relevant for two types of agricultural marketing cooperatives, operating and bargaining cooperatives. In an operating cooperative, producers collectively undertake activities occurring past the farm level. This may involve "product procurement, sorting, preparing for market, storage, sales, transportation, and processing."62 The underlying motive for organizing an operating cooperative is to increase farmer returns. The cooperative might accomplish this by earning some of the profits involved in marketing, by organizing or performing marketing functions
more efficiently, by exercising market power over terms of trade, or by ensuring that the producer has an outlet for his product.\textsuperscript{63} Through a bargaining cooperative, farmers join together to influence their terms of sale with the buyers each farmer would otherwise face on his own.\textsuperscript{64} Sales terms include price or a price determination formula as well as such things as quality standards, grading procedures, or hauling allowances.\textsuperscript{65} Bargaining cooperatives attempt to influence terms of trade in different ways. Some take title to members' production and negotiate sales terms with buyers.\textsuperscript{66} In other bargaining cooperatives, members designate the cooperative as the exclusive bargaining or selling agent for their production.\textsuperscript{67} Some bargaining cooperatives do not negotiate with buyers but gather information and provide members with a forum for determining the common sales terms each will individually require from buyers.\textsuperscript{68}

When an operating cooperative assembles or processes farm output, the producer will receive a price reflecting the value of his output and his share of any profits from the marketing activities. Mighell and Jones observe that any long run ability to return higher prices will depend on the cooperative developing a differentiated product with a special brand name and monitoring the quantity it permits to flow into the processed product.\textsuperscript{69} Youde and Helmerberger add that this market power is more available to a cooperative handling consumer products since "product identification and differentiation are easier to attain at that level."\textsuperscript{70}

In only certain circumstances will a bargaining cooperative have
the potential for improving farmers' price and income, and these circumstances will not be satisfied for all commodities. A principal requirement for a cooperative to raise price above the competitive level will be the cooperative's ability to control output. Since the cooperative qua cooperative generally only controls the disposition of output among outlets, this condition must be satisfied with some other mechanism—especially if there are a large number of producers and production occurs over a broad geographic area. Hoos points to market orders as one alternative. Mighell and Jones expect that market power will be restricted to instances where production is narrowly limited as a result of particular climate or soil conditions. Without control over supply, the potential for price enhancement largely depends on the degree of competition among buyers for producers' output. As competition among buyers "approaches the limit of perfect competition, the potential for farmer gains erodes away and disappears in the long run." The potential for long-term gain from bargaining is therefore greatest when producers would otherwise encounter sub-competitive prices associated with monopsony or monopsonistic competition. In situations of monopsonistic competition, the cooperative's success in raising price towards the competitive level will depend on how jealously buyers guard their market share and on how well the cooperative can manipulate buyers. The cooperative will be more successful the better it alters or threatens to alter the distribution of producers' output depending on buyer willingness to make price concessions. Doing this will be more
manageable the fewer uses the output has.\textsuperscript{82} Helmerger and Hoos expect that the greatest gains from bargaining will be in processing fruits and vegetables, sugar beets, and fluid milk because conditions necessary for success are more prevalent with these commodities.\textsuperscript{83}

2. Identifying monopoly power and conduct

   a. Monopoly power in the relevant market

That a cooperative has some control over price does not mean that it has monopoly power. The distinction between market power and monopoly power is the degree of control over price. Both the monopolist and the monopolistically competitive firm may perceive that each's demand curve slopes downward and hence to sell more each must charge a lower price. But unlike the monopolistically competitive firm, the monopolist has a substantial "degree of power to control price, to be inefficient, or to exclude competitors."\textsuperscript{84}

Monopoly power can be assessed directly and indirectly. Absent evidence of actual control or exclusion, however, the assessment must be indirect. Whether a firm has monopoly power may be evaluated looking at market structure, the firm's conduct, and the firm's performance.

Market share, a structural variable, is a principal indicator of market power in the relevant market.\textsuperscript{85} If a firm cannot control quantity supplied, it cannot control price. Market share is not the only determinant of monopoly power, though. The number of other firms
in the market and the distribution of market shares among these firms influence the significance of a given market share. A given market share in a market with a number of small rivals may suggest greater power than would the same market share in a market with only one or two other firms. Likewise, a seller with a large market share has no long-run power over price unless there are barriers to new entry or to the expansion of incumbent rival firms. These barriers will be specific to the industry but might include technological or pecuniary economies of scale, large capital requirements, patent rights, a highly differentiated product, or access to resources such as labor, land, transportation or energy. Finally, a given market share in a contracting industry—where new entrant sales must come at the expense of incumbent firms—suggests greater power over price than would the same share in a rapidly growing industry.

Monopoly power might also be inferred from a firm's conduct or from a firm's performance. To the extent that it would not be effective or practical for a less powerful firm to engage in certain activity, conduct is an indicator of monopoly power. This may include pricing so as to deter new entry or fringe firm expansion or threatening to stop buying or selling unless a party modifies its behavior. If a firm is able to undertake certain marketing strategies, this might also support a finding of monopoly power. From economic theory, monopoly is associated with certain performance. A profit maximizing monopolist will have higher prices, lower outputs, and greater profits relative to performance in an atomistically organized
market. Profit and price levels in relationship to product costs, absent X-inefficiency or strategic pricing, may indicate monopoly power. This evidence will be more convincing if the levels have persisted over time despite changes in supply or demand conditions. Taken with structural evidence, the conduct and performance indicators may provide sufficient circumstantial evidence to establish that a firm has the substantial power over price necessary to constitute monopoly power.

For an agricultural marketing cooperative, some generally valid indicators of monopoly power may be misleading. This might be particularly the case with evidence of a large market share in the relevant market. Even if an operating or a bargaining cooperative controls the distribution of 100 percent of the raw commodity, it will not necessarily have monopoly power. Economists have shown that a cooperative's potential for controlling price depends on, among other things, its ability to control the quantity supplied by its members and on the market organization of buyers.

Looking first at an operating cooperative, several cases illustrate the potential for monopoly power for a cooperative controlling the procurement of all supply. The cooperative may have no control over quantity supplied, accepting all production current or future members offer—the open-membership (OM) case—or it may affect supply by restricting membership if doing so increases unit returns to remaining members—the restricted-membership (RM) case. For the OM or RM cooperative engaging in, say, processing, it may sell in an
atomistically organized market for both buyers and sellers, it may be a monopolist selling to atomistically organized buyers, or it may be a monopolist selling to a monopsonist.\textsuperscript{94}

When a profit maximizing cooperative controlling all procurement in an input market sells in an atomistically organized market for both sellers and buyers, theory indicates that the long-run price and output solution is the perfectly competitive solution. The cooperative has no market power despite controlling all procurement in the input market. Relative to the equally efficient proprietary monopsonist, the cooperative will pay farmers more and process more raw product. Since marginal revenue equals price, this result holds regardless of supply control.\textsuperscript{95} A situation resembling monopsony-atomistic sales occurs when the basic agricultural commodity is sufficiently bulky or perishable as to limit the area of procurement and barriers to entry are high enough to permit a single processor.\textsuperscript{96} Once processed, however, the product may be sold in a national market. Examples might include canned fruits and vegetables and manufactured milk.\textsuperscript{97}

When a monopsonist-monopolist cooperative sells to atomistically organized buyers, the presence of market power depends on the ability to control supply. Because it is a quantity taker, the OM cooperative has no market power despite controlling all procurement and distribution. Any price enhancement above the competitive level will call forth excess supply. Relative to the equally efficient proprietary monopsonist-monopolist, the OM cooperative gives producers a higher return, charges buyers less, and processes more raw product.\textsuperscript{98} In
contrast, the RM cooperative has an incentive to restrict output to exploit its monopoly status. Relative to the proprietary firm, the RM cooperative may pay producers a higher price, but unlike the OM cooperative will charge buyers more and will process less. This cooperative has an incentive to exercise market power. In situations approaching the general case of a monopsonist-monopolist selling to many buyers might include a cooperative bottling fluid milk and selling to buyers in a market insulated from competition as a result of distance or sanitary requirements. It could also refer to the handler of a horticultural specialty that sells directly to numerous buyers.

In the final case, a monopsonist-monopolist cooperative sells to a monopsonist. The price-output solution under this bilateral monopoly is not unique. Jesse and Johnson show that the solution depends on the relative bargaining strength of the respective parties. In the OM case, if the cooperative dominates it will select a level of processed product output exceeding the maximum output if the cooperative were a private firm. If the monopsonist dominates, output will equal the maximum private firm output. Regardless of dominance, the RM case may lead to a processed product output less than the minimum for a private processor. Examples approaching bilateral monopoly might include a dairy cooperative that assembles members' raw milk for delivery and sale to a fluid milk bottler having a large market share in an isolated market.

These examples reveal that an OM operating cooperative tends to yield an output consistent with the maximum associated with the market
structure it faces as a seller. Relative to the private firm, the cooperative as a quantity taker tends to process more and return a higher price to producers. Any attempt by the cooperative to exploit a downward sloping demand curve would fail. Members would respond to a higher price by supplying an enhanced level of output inconsistent with demand at the higher price.

The conclusion that it is unlikely for an OM cooperative to possess long run market power let alone monopoly power needs some qualification. The conclusion depends on the additional assumption that the cooperative is not able otherwise to control member production decisions or to control the quantity of the processed output that is distributed. Jesse and Johnson observe that the OM cooperative may still be able to control the quantity supplied to a market.\textsuperscript{103} The cooperative might use long-term marketing agreements with members. With these, members agree to market a specified proportion of their production through the cooperative even though returns for short periods may not be competitive. Alternatively, the cooperative may impose stringent quality requirements on members' production. The cooperative may also be able to control price by participating in a federal market order having provisions that authorize price discrimination—that is, allocating different quantities to markets having different elasticities of demand.\textsuperscript{104} The cooperative will enhance profits if it allocates supply between markets to keep marginal revenue from each market the same. Finally, the cooperative may influence production decisions if it does not return higher output prices to
members. If the cooperative retains any increased revenues for expansion purposes or if higher returns are used to pay higher costs from less efficient operations or to pay higher managerial salaries, members will not base their production decisions on the higher prices. In this way, the operating cooperative could realize supra-competitive prices without encouraging its members to expand production.

The market power of a bargaining cooperative likewise depends on the proportion of supply the cooperative controls and the competitive organization of buyers. In contrast to the operating cooperative cases, however, the bargaining cooperative is only concerned with sales terms. Focusing just on price terms, the cooperative bargaining over all output can face a spectrum of market structures from atomistically organized buyers to a monopsonist. Helmberger and Hoos conclude that when buyers are atomistically organized long-run profit maximization means producers will not use a cooperative that does not control quantity. When the bargaining cooperative manages a large share of production available for distribution and faces a monopsonist buyer, the price-output solution is not unique. As with the operating cooperative, the solution depends on relative bargaining power and ability to limit the quantity made available to the market. If the monopsonist is dominant, the solution will be the same as under pure monopsony. If the cooperative is dominant and there is no control over supply, the solution will correspond to that under perfect competition. If the dominant cooperative controls supply, however, it may be able to enhance price above the competitive level.
Mindful of the qualifications on how an OM cooperative might still influence quantity supplied or quantity allocated to a given market, the preceding discussion reveals that market share may be a misleading indicator of control over price. Market power, let alone monopoly power, is not to be expected for the OM operating cooperative even if it controls all procurement and distribution. The same result holds if the bargaining cooperative controls the disposition of all supply. In contrast, though, there is an incentive in certain instances for the RM cooperative to manipulate output to achieve a higher price for members. Since it is able to control supply, the monopsonist profit-maximizing RM cooperative may try to exercise market power whenever the demand curve it faces is downward sloping.

As noted previously, monopoly power may be inferred from price as well as from structure or conduct. A monopoly price is one that is high relative to costs and persists over time despite changes in supply or demand. Because a dominant firm may engage in strategic pricing or long-run profit maximization or because it may have higher costs, price-cost margins may be of dubious value as an indicator of monopoly power. But unlike a proprietary firm where ownership is separate from patronage, a cooperative seeking Capper-Volstead protection must conduct at least one-half of its business with its owners. If, and to the extent, this involvement puts further pressure on management to maximize revenues by manipulating quantity, price becomes an important indicator of the degree of the cooperative's market power. A relevant issue with respect to monopoly power is how to identify a monopoly
price for a cooperative.

The basic guideline on what is a monopoly price comes straight from the case law on monopolization. In Maryland and Virginia, the majority specified that an agricultural cooperative is to have the same advantages and responsibilities as do businessmen acting through corporate entities. The characteristics of a monopoly price for a cooperative are accordingly the characteristics of a monopoly price a proprietary firm charges. If the cooperative maximizes revenues, this price will likely be high relative to costs or to comparable products and will persist over the long run.

b. Exclusionary conduct

If a cooperative is shown to have monopoly power, the plaintiff must further establish that the cooperative has engaged or intended to engage in exclusionary conduct. Evidence of objectionable intent or conduct is necessary to distinguish intent consistent with competitive processes from exclusionary intent. The evidence may provide conclusive, presumptive, or supportive proof of the requisite general exclusionary intent. An analysis of exclusionary conduct is not wholly independent from a finding of monopoly power. The conduct of firms with monopoly power is more open to scrutiny than the conduct of firms with relatively less market power. And some decisions indicate that exclusionary conduct must reflect the use of monopoly power.

Exclusionary conduct might include merger, marketing strategies
designed to tie up input supplies or sales outlets, advertising-induced product differentiation, and certainly predation.

Sullivan refers generally to predatory conduct by defining it as "conduct which has the purpose and effect of advancing the actor's competitive position, not by improving the actor's market performance, but by threatening to injure or injuring actual or potential competitors, so as to drive or keep them out of the market, or force them to compete less effectively." Also according to Sullivan, this conduct will have two identifying features. First, "there will be something odd, something jarring or unnatural seeming about it. It will not strike the informed observer as normal business conduct, as honestly industrial." Second, "it will be aimed at a target, at an identifiable competitor or potential competitor or an identifiable group of them."

Recent scholarship has focused on legal-economic rules courts can use to identify predatory pricing designed to discipline or exclude rivals. Areeda and Turner associate predatory pricing with eliminating equally efficient rivals by selling at nonremunerative prices. Under their rule, price less than short-run average variable cost is presumptive evidence of predation. Scherer expresses a basic suspicion of the Areeda-Turner short-run price-cost rule. According to him, the rule is wrong and may lead to economically unsound decisions. Appropriate analysis of pricing conduct requires assessing the "relative cost positions of the monopolist and fringe firms, the scale of entry required to secure minimum costs, whether fringe firms
are driven out entirely or merely suppressed, whether the monopolist expands its output to replace the output of excluded rivals or restricts supply again when the rivals withdraw, and whether any long-run compensatory expansion by the monopolist entails investment in scale-embodying new plant.\textsuperscript{121} Despite these concerns, other commentators and courts\textsuperscript{122} generally accept the Areeda-Turner formulation as a rule for identifying predatory pricing. As the rule, though, there is considerable disagreement, especially among commentators.\textsuperscript{123} Mueller summarizes the recent scholarship, concluding that price above average variable cost and even average total cost can be evidence of predation when accompanied with further proof of a design to prey upon incumbent firms or to exclude potential rivals.\textsuperscript{124} Critical to this analysis will be market structure and the alleged predator's market or extra-market resources and economic or noneconomic evidence of exclusionary conduct or intent.\textsuperscript{125}

C. Case law evidence of Sherman section 2 monopolization

Case law lends support to the Helmberger and Hoos observation that market power is likely, if at all, with cooperatives dealing in only certain commodities.\textsuperscript{126} The application of section 2 monopoly to agricultural marketing cooperatives has largely involved fluid milk and Arizona-California citrus. In this section, we review the principal section 2 cases, including some where a conspiracy or an attempt to monopolize was charged.\textsuperscript{127} Cases are presented in the context of
Grinnell and essentially in chronological order. While we recognize that case law on section 2 monopolization is not static, our purpose is to identify the evidence courts have found persuasive or unpersuasive with respect to monopoly power and exclusionary intent and how this has changed over time. With some exceptions, it will be seen that the decisions do not extensively analyze monopoly power. And, until some of the most recent cases, the courts have tended to require evidence of predatory conduct to satisfy the exclusionary conduct requirement.

Although one of the first cases to deal with section 2 made a blanket association between market share and market dominance, it did not confine the jury to clearly predatory conduct in order to find unlawful monopoly. In *Cape Cod Food Products v. National Cranberry Association*, Judge Wyzanski advised the jury that monopolizing under Sherman section 2 means acquiring a dominant position in a relevant market "so as to exclude actual or potential competition." The court did not ask the jury to consider whether the defendant cooperative had such a dominant position, however. Instead, the court indicated that a cooperative with a large market share is in a dominant position but this is only unlawful if it achieved this through a prohibited restraint of trade or through a predatory practice or through the bad faith use of otherwise legitimate devices. The court instructed the jury that it would be prohibited monopolization if "a group of persons used their power to lend money and their power to foreclose on loans, not with the intent of forwarding their banking or credit or like interests, but with the purpose of stifling actual or
potential competition.\textsuperscript{131}

As in Cape Cod, the Supreme Court recognized in Maryland and Virginia that "lawful contracts and business activities may help to make up a pattern of conduct unlawful under the Sherman Act."\textsuperscript{132}

Addressing alleged attempt and monopolization charges, the Court observed that the cooperative controlled 86 percent of the milk purchased by all dealers in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area.\textsuperscript{133} The Court did not assess whether this was the relevant market for monopoly power. Instead the Court stressed that if on remand the Government proved its conduct allegations this would clearly establish that the cooperative had violated section 2.\textsuperscript{134} The alleged conduct included excluding, eliminating, and attempting to eliminate milk producers and non-affiliated producer associations by interfering with non-member truck shipments, inducing a dairy to switch its non-Association members' milk to another outlet, boycotting a feed supplier which also ran a dairy in order to compel purchases from the Association, and using a dairy's indebtedness to the Association to force it to buy Association milk.\textsuperscript{135}

\textit{Bergjans Farm Dairy Company v. Sanitary Milk Producers} \textsuperscript{136} involved an alleged attempt to monopolize milk processing. The defendant cooperative's power in the distribution of raw milk was relevant because it was alleged that it used this power to further its designs on controlling milk processing.\textsuperscript{137} The court found that in the St. Louis market order area the cooperative controlled the distribution of 55 to 60 percent of the raw milk.\textsuperscript{138} The district court found that the
cooperative had monopoly or near monopoly power as evidenced by its market share, its ability to raise funds in a short time by withholding partial payment to members, its bargaining power with financial institutions for non-secured loans, and its dual position as a raw milk supplier and a processor.\(^{139}\) The court further found that while the cooperative had lawfully obtained its power in raw milk distribution,\(^ {140}\) it had used this power unlawfully to attempt to monopolize milk processing. The objectionable conduct included\(^ {141}\) driving down the wholesale price for milk, selling milk at prices below cost, deceptive bookkeeping, using revenues from higher prices in certain areas to subsidize lower prices in areas where the cooperative sought to control competition, cutting prices and later raising them after eliminating a competitor, conspiring with retailers to fix resale prices and giving them secret rebates, and threatening processors with cutting off their access to raw milk.\(^ {142}\)

In *North Texas Producers Association v. Metzger Dairies, Inc.*\(^ {143}\) a jury found that either the defendant cooperative had monopolized or had attempted to monopolize raw milk marketing in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.\(^ {144}\) On appeal, the Fifth Circuit did not expressly examine market power or the presence of monopoly power in a relevant market. The court simply indicated that the cooperative supplied 85 to 90 percent of the raw milk in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.\(^ {145}\) Moreover, the cooperative had successfully imposed a thirty cent per hundred-weight increase in the price of milk to processors.\(^ {146}\) In determining that there was sufficient evidence for the jury to find for a plaintiff
processor, the court primarily considered the cooperative's activities toward the plaintiff. The court noted that the cooperative had attempted to impose various conditions for sales to the processor and, when the processor refused to comply with the conditions, the cooperative tried to disrupt its access to alternative sources, to buy the processor for the purpose of then controlling price, and there was evidence that the cooperative instigated a boycott of the processor's milk.

The alleged section 2 violation in Otto Milk Company v. United Dairy Farmers Cooperative Association was "endeavoring to monopolize the marketing of milk" in an area of southwestern Pennsylvania. The Third Circuit did not expressly indicate the relevant product but it apparently was raw milk for fluid consumption. Nor did the court dispute that there were alternative sources of raw milk. The court affirmed a district court finding that the defendant cooperative violated Sherman section 2 based on evidence of the cooperative's response to the plaintiff. Specifically, when the plaintiff-processor refused to drop its supplier in favor of the defendant, the defendant picketed retailers selling the plaintiff's milk and urged buyers to boycott the plaintiff.

The plaintiffs in Knuth v. Erie-Crawford Dairy Cooperative Association were milk producers in Pennsylvania furnishing milk under contract to the defendant cooperative. The plaintiffs alleged that the cooperative conspired with processors to restrain trade in and to monopolize the distribution of raw milk. The district court
dismissed the action for failure to state a claim. The Third Circuit reversed, finding that the plaintiffs had sufficiently alleged a violation of Sherman sections 1 and 2. The alleged conduct included a conspiracy to fix the price of cheaper milk shipped into Pennsylvania by giving processors rebates for purchasing milk produced in Pennsylvania. It also included manipulating milk shipments to circumvent operation of a Pennsylvania minimum price schedule for milk produced in Pennsylvania.

The first alleged monopolization case specifically to consider monopoly power and conduct came on the heels of Grinnell in Case-Swayne Co., Inc. v. Sunkist Growers, Inc. in 1966. In that case, the Ninth Circuit discussed market power in alternative relevant markets. In reviewing the basis for the district court's grant of Sunkist's motion for a directed verdict, the court found that there was sufficient evidence for the jury to determine that the relevant market was product oranges grown in California and Arizona. Sunkist's share of this market was about 67 percent and this together with evidence of Sunkist's ability to control by-product price convinced the court that there was sufficient evidence for a jury to have found that Sunkist had monopoly power. On the conduct element of Grinnell, the Ninth Circuit observed that while individual instances of the alleged misconduct might be insufficient to establish the wrongful use of monopoly power, the jury must look at the evidence as a whole. Seen this way, the court found that the plaintiff had established a prima facie case for the wrongful use of monopoly power and held that the
district court erred in granting the motion for a directed verdict. The alleged misconduct included Sunkist's admitted purpose of controlling all the oranges it could and utilizing them in its own manufacturing facilities, preventing a dealer from fulfilling a commitment to sell oranges to the plaintiff, policing the Sunkist system and imposing sanctions on members selling fruit contrary to contract provisions with Sunkist, manipulating price on fruit and juice, and using consignment contracts and low bidding to secure a Government contract.

Nine years after Case-Swayne, the Ninth Circuit decided another alleged monopolization case involving Sunkist. In Pacific Coast Agricultural Export Association v. Sunkist Growers, Inc., an association of fresh fruit exporters charged Sunkist with monopolizing oranges grown in Arizona and California for export to Hong Kong. On appeal from a jury verdict for the plaintiff, the Ninth Circuit evaluated the evidence before the jury on Sunkist's power in the relevant market and the asserted acts of monopolization. The court found that Sunkist had used its lawful dominance over the distribution of California-Arizona oranges to secure 70 percent of the Hong Kong market within six months of entering that market directly. Over the relevant time period, Sunkist's share of this market ranged from 45 to 70 percent. The court recognized that Sunkist's share was less than had been required in some monopolization decisions, but noted that while market share is perhaps the most important factor in gauging monopoly power it "does not alone determine the presence or absence of
monopoly power." Instead of considering Sunkist's ability to control price, though, the court looked solely at the relative size and change in market shares after Sunkist's entry. Since no competitor had controlled more than 18 percent of the market prior to Sunkist's entry and none controlled more than 12 percent after Sunkist's entry, the court was convinced that with its control over initial distribution Sunkist had monopoly power. Turning to whether there was sufficient evidence of acts of monopolization, the court found that the jury was justified in finding that Sunkist had engaged in monopolization. Among the acts were Sunkist's attempts to restrict the supply of oranges available to the plaintiffs, its attempts to divert fruit from the plaintiffs for direct sale to Hong Kong, fraudulently persuading plaintiffs to surrender lists on Hong Kong customers and then giving these lists to Sunkist's exclusive sales agent in Hong Kong, and demanding shipping privileges for export operations exceeding its market share and thereby denying shipping space to rivals.

In five decisions since Fairdale I, courts have applied Grinnell with varying degrees of thoroughness. Despite expectations to the contrary in Fairdale I and regardless of its correctness, Fairdale II is an inartful treatment of Grinnell. On appeal, the Second Circuit affirmed the district court decision granting the cooperative's motion on remand for summary judgment based on an application of the principles from Fairdale I. Rather than beginning with an assessment of monopoly power in a relevant market, however, the court leaped to an assessment of "predatory" acts independent of any relation
to the cooperative's market power or to one another. At no point in Fairdale I or Fairdale II is there an analysis of market power. Nor is there an evaluation of a relevant market or of conduct or performance as evidence of monopoly power. The court was solely interested in whether the evidence satisfied the threshold for unlawful acts. The first of these was the plaintiff's allegation that the cooperative set so high a price on milk for sale to processors that this constituted a predatory policy. The Second Circuit said this could not stifle competition with other cooperatives or farmers. And because the plaintiff had alleged it was predatory with respect to consumers, the court did not consider the impact on buyers. The court likewise found that setting different premiums in different milk marketing areas was not predatory; the prices were not below cost and prices reflected varying degrees of bargaining power. Finally, the Second Circuit found that since the cooperative did not control all supplies of raw milk it could refuse to deal with those who would not meet its sales terms. Hence its refusal to deal with the plaintiff was not predatory. After looking at the acts individually and independently of market power, Second Circuit found none was a "predatory practice."

A clear misreading of Fairdale I and a misapplication of Grinnell occurred in GVF Cannery, Inc. v. California Tomato Growers Association. The district court in that case observed that Fairdale I modified the application of Grinnell to cases involving a cooperative. Without considering monopoly power in any relevant market,
though, the court found for the cooperative on a monopolization and an attempt claim because there was no allegation of predatory conduct. That is, there was no allegation of picketing, boycotts, coercion, coerced membership, price discrimination, or secret rebates. The court did not consider whether, in the context of the relevant degree of market power, less egregious conduct could provide evidence of exclusionary intent.

Three decisions involving monopolization in the supply of raw milk followed *Fairdale I*. In *Kinnett Dairies, Inc. v. Dairymen, Inc.*, a dairy processor alleged that the cooperative (Dairymen, Inc.) acting alone and with others had monopolized the supply of raw Grade A milk in the Southeast. The district court took a two-pronged approach in its analysis. First the court assumed that even if the cooperative had monopoly power this was compatible with Capper-Volstead. Hence, if there were no "predatory practices" the section 2 claim would fail. In this regard, the district court evaluated the various activities Dairymen, Inc. undertook. The court began by observing what it would generally be lawful for the cooperative to do. By fair and legitimate means, Dairymen, Inc. could recruit as many farmer members as there were. As agent for its members the cooperative could collect milk at member farms, test it, haul it, process it, and sell it at a price the cooperative fixed. So long as Dairymen, Inc. did not control all supply, it could refuse to sell to one or more customers on reasonable terms. The cooperative could also allocate territories for the sale of different members' milk. The cooperative could join with other
cooperatives satisfying the basic Capper-Volstead requirements for protection from antitrust charges or it could become a member of a cooperative having only cooperatives as members.\(^{187}\) And it was reasonable for the cooperative to have one-year written supply contracts with members.\(^{188}\) The alleged predatory conduct the court next reviewed included Dairymen, Inc. unilaterally announcing non-negotiable premium prices, cutting off the plaintiff's profitable hauling operation, cutting off customers who tried to substitute part of their purchases from the cooperative with alternative sources, warding off a potential competitor by cutting off or threatening to cut off a buyer's supply, insisting on committed volume contracts with processors, and cutting off the plaintiff's milk supply and then threatening not to deal with the plaintiff or to sell only at supplemental prices.\(^{189}\) Assessing these acts alone and in conjunction, the court found that they neither stifled competition nor were they predatory in any sense of the word.\(^{190}\)

The second prong to the court's analysis was to consider, assuming the alleged acts were indeed "predatory" under section 2 so that Dairymen, Inc. was not entitled to Capper-Volstead protection, whether Dairymen, Inc. had monopoly power. Here the court considered the relevant market and the cooperative's power in this market. The court determined that the relevant product was raw Grade A milk and that the geographic market included Georgia and parts of 12 surrounding states.\(^{191}\) The cooperative's share in this market was less than 30.2 percent during the relevant time period.\(^{192}\) Without explaining why but
apparently on the basis of the low market share, the court concluded that at no time did the cooperative have the power to control prices or to exclude competition on its own or in combination with others.¹⁹³ For this reason, even if the cooperative was not entitled to Capper-Volstead treatment, the cooperative had not engaged in unlawful monopolization and judgment was accordingly to be entered in its favor.¹⁹⁴

Regardless of the apparent thoroughness of the district court decision, the court avoided the substance of the plaintiff's allegations. The plaintiff conceded that the Dairymen, Inc. conduct did not satisfy any traditional notion of predation.¹⁹⁵ Instead, the plaintiff contended that the cooperative had engaged in monopolization through its involvement in a network of arrangements with other cooperatives supplying milk in the relevant market.¹⁹⁶ The court never expressly assessed whether Dairymen, Inc. had monopoly power in combination with others or its conduct in the context of this potentially enhanced market power.¹⁹⁷

Unlike Kinnett, the Eighth Circuit in Alexander v. National Farmers Organization ¹⁹⁸ expressly considered the various arrangements among cooperatives that might support a finding of monopoly power.¹⁹⁹ On a review of the district court record, the court found that the district court had erred in holding that the National Farmers Organization (NFO) had not sufficiently proved that the relevant product was Grade A milk.²⁰⁰ The court was also convinced that the defendant cooperatives were major marketers of milk produced in the Midwest,
having 70 to 90 percent of all milk pooled in various of the major federal order markets at issue and controlling over 85 percent of Grade A milk in a number of strategic metropolitan markets.\textsuperscript{201} But the court was uncertain as to "monopoly power in a properly defined market or submarkets."\textsuperscript{202} Hence the court found that it was not clear error for the district court to dismiss the monopolization claim for lack of monopoly power.\textsuperscript{203} The Eighth Circuit did find, though, that the district court erred in holding that the defendant cooperatives had not conspired to monopolize. The alleged conduct the court found to demonstrate an intent to eliminate competition in general and NFO in particular\textsuperscript{204} included attempting to block NFO from qualifying to market milk in various federal market orders;\textsuperscript{205} coercing processor buyers to stop purchasing from suppliers not affiliated with the cooperatives, doing so by short shipping, making late deliveries, soliciting the buyer's customers and offering to sell processed milk at close to the buyer's cost of production; engaging in discriminatory pricing between buyers to force an uncooperative buyer away from NFO; threatening an NFO supplied processor with litigation and other harrassment; terminating members and haulers; making certain acquisitions and mergers; and destroying relevant evidence.\textsuperscript{206} Based on its findings, the court held that the district court erred in holding for the defendant cooperatives.\textsuperscript{207}

The preceding discussion of case law evidence of section 2 violations reveals certain categories of cases. There are several cases where the court only evaluated an attempt or a conspiracy to monopolize
claim. The conduct needed in these cases must demonstrate a specific exclusionary intent.\textsuperscript{208} Included here are \textit{Bergjans Farms} (below-cost pricing, secret rebates, coercion), \textit{Otto Milk} (picketing, boycott), and \textit{Knuth} (price discrimination). There are other cases where the court's discussion does not make clear whether it analyzed an attempt or a monopolization claim but it would appear to have been the former. Included here are \textit{Maryland and Virginia} (boycott, eliminating competitors) and \textit{North Texas Producers} (secret rebates, price discrimination). There are also several cases where monopolization was clearly at issue. In some of these, the court casually observed that the cooperative had a large market share. It would then indicate that since a cooperative is entitled to lawfully obtained monopoly power, alleged misconduct is the key to a violation. Included here are \textit{Cape Cod, Fairdale II}, and \textit{GVF Cannery}. Finally, there are cases where the court followed the \textit{Grinnell} two-part analysis in assessing the monopolization claim. These cases view market share as the basic indicator of market power. They do not require egregiously predatory conduct to establish a general exclusionary intent. Included here are \textit{Case-Swayne,\textsuperscript{209} Pacific Coast Export, Kinnett Dairies}, and \textit{Alexander}.

A pervasive tendency throughout the section 2 cases is to equate monopoly power with market share. As noted, in some decisions courts indicate that if a cooperative has monopoly power this is compatible with Capper-Volstead, hence the only relevant inquiry is with respect to monopoly conduct. Absent monopoly conduct, there is no section 2 violation. But looking at conduct independently of market power means
these courts, as in GVF Cannery, are more inclined to look for predatory conduct evincing the specific intent necessary for attempt claims and sufficient but not necessary for monopolization claims. This approach tends to extend to cooperatives an immunity that goes beyond Capper-Volstead. The Fairdale II and GVF Cannery approaches go the other way. The cavalier use of market share as evidence of monopoly power would seem to expose cooperatives to an enhanced likelihood of section 2 liability. And even in cases where courts evaluated market share in a clearly specified relevant market, there was still little if any scrutiny of market share as a valid indicator of market power. That is, the decisions do not consider the ability to control supply. Nor do they often assess market share relative to other firms' shares, whether control was shared through marketing agreements, or the presence of barriers to entry or incumbent firm expansion. Only very rarely do the decisions expressly review conduct or performance indicators of monopoly power.

III. Conclusion

The Capper-Volstead authorization for collective action among agricultural producers modifies the application of Grinnell to agricultural marketing cooperatives. A plaintiff charging a cooperative with unlawful monopoly under Sherman section 2 must first establish that the cooperative has monopoly power. The plaintiff must further establish that the cooperative willfully acquired or maintained this power as
opposed to achieving it from growth or development as a consequence of (1) a superior product, (2) business acumen, (3) historic accident, or (4) conduct compatible with what Congress authorized in section 1 of the Capper-Volstead Act.

Monopoly power within a relevant product and geographic market depends on more than a high market share. Economic theory indicates that market share is relevant if the cooperative can control supply with restricted membership agreements, long-term supply contracts, quality restrictions, price discrimination, dumping, or by failing to return higher revenues to producers. If the cooperative can influence supply, a high market share is more meaningful when it is high relative to the combined market share of the cooperative and its leading rivals, when the cooperative is able to enhance its control through marketing agreements with other cooperatives, and when there are substantial barriers to entry or incumbent firm expansion in the form of technological or pecuniary economies of scale, capital requirements, patents, access to production resources, advertising, or a differentiated product.

If the finder of fact determines that there is monopoly power, it must consider whether the proffered intent or conduct evidence demonstrates the general exclusionary intent that is outside the scope of the acceptable conduct under the restated version of Grinnell. Sufficient exclusionary evidence will be clearly predatory acts: picketing, boycotts, coercion, secret rebates, sabotage, and pricing below average variable cost. Other evidence satisfies the intent
standard as well. Exclusionary conduct, looked at as a whole and with or without evidence of price greater than average variable cost, may include unreasonably tying up supply, interfering with producers', rivals', or buyers' access to alternative outlets or sources of supply, undermining their ability to sell, exploiting their vulnerability to the cooperative, or discriminating against certain members in a given class of producers, rivals, or buyers. As indicated in Dairymen, Inc., this conduct may have had a business justification but, viewed as a whole, it was undertaken with the intent to achieve or maintain a monopoly position.
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